
Feature What we use it for (or want to use it for) GitLab GitHub Comments Reference
Hierarchical organisations Managing multiple projects, each with multiple 

repositories, under a single organisation ("Autoware 
Foundation")

Can have organisations be members of other 
organisations, allowing a complete tree of projects 
and organisations to be managed and permissions 
to filter down appropriately

Cannot have nested organisations Hierarchical organisations are highly useful for 
reducing administrative burden and keeping all 
AWF-related projects in one place but still 
organised logically

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/group/
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/group/subgroups/

https://help.github.com/en/github/setting-up-and-
managing-organizations-and-teams/about-
organizations

Teams management Managing groups of participants who have the 
same permissions on a set of repositories

To create a team, create a project with no 
repository, issues, wiki, etc. and give it a list of 
members

Native "teams" feature
Teams can be nested to allow permissions to filter 
down

While GitHub has direct support for teams and 
allows nesting them, this is not reflected in 
repository structure and so does not assist with 
organising multiple projects in a single organisation

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/group/

https://help.github.com/en/github/setting-up-and-
managing-organizations-and-teams/organizing-
members-into-teams

Task management Assigning tasks to individual contributors
Keeping track of tasks to be done
Manage milestones and epics

Integrated management of all types of tasks 
(reviews, checkboxes from issues, random todos, 
etc.)
Individual todo list of assigned tasks for each user

No concept of epics
Milestones are restricted to individual projects (no 
organisation-wide milestones)
Notifications inbox to manage notifications

Milestones and epics are a fundamental part of 
project management (not just repository 
management)
Individual todo lists are very useful for those users 
who pay attention to them; GitHub's notification 
inbox is more like an email inbox than a todo list

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/milestones/

https://help.github.com/en/github/managing-your-
work-on-github/about-milestones
https://github.blog/2019-11-13-universe-day-
one/#notifications

Task board Managing the progress of individual development 
tasks

Integrated task board in each project and group-
wide boards

Integrated task board in each project and 
organisation-wide boards

GitHub task board used to be entirely manual and 
only for individual projects; this may have changed 
with the new actions feature

https://about.gitlab.com/product/issueboard/

https://help.github.com/en/github/managing-your-
work-on-github/about-project-boards

CI pipelines Automated testing
Building Docker images

Integrated CI including runners
CI runs accessible and manageable via MR 
interface

Brand-new "actions" feature provides a highly-
flexible tool for creating custom pipelines to perform 
automated builds, testing, image generation, 
release generation, etc. based on any event the 
GitHub API offers

Actions feature looks very promising but is untested https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/ci/

https://github.com/features/actions

Self-provided CI runners Automated testing in native ARM environments
Automated testing in specialised hardware

Powerful self-provided runner framework with 
multiple runner types (project-locked, free-for-all, 
etc.)
Any OS that can run a Go application can be used 
as a runner

Self-provided runners possible but limited to being 
called from a single project?
Restricted to specific versions of Linux, MacOS and 
Windows

Being able to use our own runners is essential for 
testing on the esoteric hardware found in 
autonomous vehicles

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/ci/runners/

https://help.github.com/en/actions/automating-your-
workflow-with-github-actions/hosting-your-own-
runners

Process enforcement Ensuring code reviews are followed, testing is 
performed, CI passes, documentation is updated, 
etc. before merging new code

Flexible rule management for setting conditions 
when something can be merged
Filters on push log messages, including regexes 
and filters on Git capabilities and permissions

Flexible rule management for setting conditions 
when something can be merged
Filters on Git capabilities and permissions, and 
plugabble status checks

GitLab has built-in regex support which is poweful, 
but GitHub allows external scripts to be run to 
provide a result, which gives broader capabilities

https://docs.gitlab.
com/ee/user/project/protected_branches.html

https://help.github.com/en/github/administering-a-
repository/about-protected-branches

Wiki Documentation
Working group activities management

Basically the same We plan to move documentation out of the wiki in 
the future
Both offer a clonable wiki repository but neither 
offers PRs for the wiki

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/wiki/

https://help.github.com/en/github/building-a-strong-
community/about-wikis

Permissions Managing the different types of participants (PMC, 
Committers, Contributors)

Multi-level permissions scheme with levels of guest, 
reporter, developer, maintainer, owner
Permissions can be applied to groups of members 
and to individuals

Multi-level permissions scheme with levels of read, 
triage, write, maintain, admin
Permissions can be applied to groups of members 
and to individuals

Not exactly the same division of permissions, but 
roughly equivalent
At GitHub it is possible to have someone manage 
issues without being able to write to the repository

https://gitlab.com/help/user/permissions

https://help.github.com/en/github/setting-up-and-
managing-organizations-and-teams/repository-
permission-levels-for-an-organization

Contribution model Branch-and-merge Fork-and-pull Fork-and-pull works better for repositories with a 
large number of contributors because it avoids large 
numbers of branches being created and reduces 
the overhead needed to manage and prune 
branches, especially abandoned branches. It also 
eases management of repository permissions.

Code review features Performing reviews of submitted code Code review system with individually resolvable 
comment threads
Somewhat cluttered interface

Code review system that tracks changes in the 
code being reviewed and their impact on the related 
conversation
Interface doesn't use the full window width

GitHub makes it easier to follow the conversation, 
but harder to track what has been resolved

https://docs.gitlab.
com/ee/user/project/merge_requests/reviewing_an
d_managing_merge_requests.html

https://help.github.com/en/github/collaborating-with-
issues-and-pull-requests/about-pull-request-reviews

Who-did-what tracking Auditing why something is the way it is and who 
made it that way (necessary for safety compliance)

Provided Provided Provided https://docs.gitlab.
com/ee/administration/audit_events.html

https://help.github.com/en/enterprise/2.
16/admin/installation/audit-logging

Extensions Automating menial tasks Few extensions available Useful extensions commonly available
e.g. Automatic reviewer assignment
e.g. Automatic clean-up of stale MRs

GitHub has more extensions available because it is 
a more popular platform

Speed of new feature provision Getting what we want faster Relatively slow
Public roadmap available, but slips are common

Relatively fast Purely subjective opinion based on observations 
over the past 6 months


